
Getting Started with 
CLAIRE GPT
Quickly and easily access and manage your data with Informatica CLAIRE® GPT.

As part of the Informatica® Intelligent Data Management Cloud™, CLAIRE GPT uses generative AI to democratize data 
access so you can find the right data without learning complex tools or using SQL queries.

Whether you’re a data engineer or a business user, you can ask questions about your data to help you discover data 
assets and explore the metadata catalogued in Cloud Data Governance and Catalog.

The natural language interface makes it easy to have conversations about your data and to quickly search and 
discover the most relevant data.

Built on the generative AI model, CLAIRE GPT learns from user feedback and continuously adapts to generate 
increasingly precise and relevant responses. 



Before you start using CLAIRE GPT to discover your data assets, complete the following prerequisites:

User role
Ensure that your organization administrator has assigned the CLAIRE GPT User role to you in Administrator. You 
can view the roles assigned to you on the User page in Administrator.

Access CLAIRE GPT Application feature
Verify that the CLAIRE GPT User role assigned to you has the Access CLAIRE GPT Application feature enabled in 
Administrator.

1. Go to Administrator and select User Roles. The User Roles page displays a list of the roles in your organization. 

2. Click the CLAIRE GPT User role.

3. On the CLAIRE GPT User role page, select CLAIREGPT from the Services list.

4. Select the Features tab. The Access CLAIRE GPT Application feature should be enabled.

Before you begin

BEFORE YOU BEGIN

Access CLAIRE GPT Application feature



ACCESS CLAIRE GPT

1. Log in to Informatica Intelligent Cloud ServicesSM with your credentials.

2. On the My Services page, select CLAIRE GPT.

You can try a few sample prompts from the Home page or start a new conversation.

Access CLAIRE GPT

CLAIRE GPT Home page



To have a conversation with CLAIRE GPT, you send a prompt and get a reply. 

When you start a conversation, CLAIRE GPT understands the prompt that you enter and can respond intelligently. 

 y To see sample prompts that you can use while you’re in a conversation, type #. 

 y Every prompt that you enter returns a personalized response and suggestions to help you find the right data 
based on the intent of your conversation. 

Let’s look at how CLAIRE GPT responds to your prompts:

Conversations

1. Summary. A brief statement to summarize the response.

2. Response. The details of the data or metadata based on the intent of your question.

3. Explanation. The natural language interpretation of your question or statement.

4. Suggestions. Suggestions of new prompts relevant to your conversation to help you find the data that you’re 
looking for.

You can create multiple conversations and rename, delete, or pin your conversations. 

You can rate responses in your conversation and add comments. CLAIRE GPT can learn extensively from your 
feedback to generate increasingly precise and relevant responses.

CONVERSATIONS

CLAIRE GPT prompt and replies



You can discover data, explore metadata, and get suggestions for asset names with the intelligent prompt 
completion feature in CLAIRE GPT.

Discover data
Search and discover data assets available in Cloud Data Governance and Catalog using plain English prompts. Here 
are a few examples to help you get started on your data discovery journey:

Capabilities

CAPABILITIES

Prompt
show all the customer data sets

Response
Returns data sets with names 
containing ‘customer.’

Prompt
show me customer tables in Oracle

Response
Returns a preview of Oracle source 
tables that have names containing 
‘customer.’



Prompt
show me customer tables in Oracle 
created in the last year

Response
Returns a preview of Oracle source 
tables that have names containing 
‘customer’ and that were created in the 
past year.

Prompt
show me business terms related 
to customers that are critical data 
elements

Response
Returns business terms with names 
containing ‘customer’ that are marked 
as critical data elements.

Prompt
show snowflake sales data sets

Response
Returns technical data sets in 
Snowflake with names containing 
‘sales.’

CAPABILITIES



Explore metadata
You can ask questions to view the various aspects of the assets including the asset overview, system attributes, a 
simplified data set level lineage, stakeholders, classifications, data profiling statistics, data quality scores, glossary 
associations, and asset ratings.

Start exploring the metadata of your data assets with the following prompts, and view the responses that CLAIRE 
GPT returns:

Prompt
Find all data elements that contain 
Sales description

Response
Returns data elements that contain 
‘Sales’ in their descriptions.

Prompt
show me policies with rating > 3

Response
Returns policies that are rated 3 and 
above.

CAPABILITIES



CAPABILITIES

Prompt
show me the columns of  
STORE_CUSTOMER

Response
Returns the column names for the 
table ‘STORE_CUSTOMER.’

Prompt
who is the stakeholder of  
STORE_CUSTOMER

Response
Returns the name, assigned role, and 
email address of the stakeholder of the  
STORE_CUSTOMER table.

Prompt
show me the data quality score of @
CUSTOMER

Response
Returns the data quality completeness 
and validity scores for the ‘Customer’ 
table.



CAPABILITIES

Intelligent prompt completion
CLAIRE GPT uses intelligent prompt completion to provide suggestions in a prompt based on your conversation 
history. 

To start a conversation, type # to see some sample prompts that you can use. 

While in the conversation, you can start typing the prompt and enter @ for suggestions to quickly refer to asset 
names, stakeholder names, usernames, and other options within the context of your conversation. 

CLAIRE GPT suggests meaningful references in the conversation based on the intent of your previous prompts and 
the last-explored assets in your conversation.

Intelligent prompt completion



USE CASE

Create a sales report
You’re a data analyst and you’re asked to create a report about sales performance in your organization. With the 
help of this report, you can identify patterns and forecast sales for the upcoming year. 

The sales data is in a Snowflake data warehouse, and your organization catalogued the data in Cloud Data 
Governance and Catalog. To create the report, you need to look for relevant data sets in the catalog for overall sales, 
online sales, and store sales.

Let’s discover the relevant data sets in Cloud Data Governance and Catalog. Then, we’ll view the metadata to decide 
which data sets to use for the sales performance report. 

Use case

1. Log in to CLAIRE GPT.

2. Start your conversation with the 
following prompt to find all the 
data sets related to sales: 
find out all the sales data sets

The response returns tables with 
names containing ‘sales’ across all 
catalog sources. 

CLAIRE GPT also provides an 
explanation of the response, a 
summary of all the data sets, and 
suggestions to help you find the right 
data.

3. To narrow the results further, 
search for the ‘sales’ tables that 
are present only in the Snowflake 
catalog source.  
 
Use the following prompt: 
find out all the sales tables in 
Snowflake

The response displays a list of tables 
in a Snowflake source with names 
containing ‘sales.’



USE CASE

4. From the list of tables, further 
explore and view more details 
about the FACT_SALES table. 
 
Use one of the suggestions or 
enter the following prompt: show 
me the overview of  
FACT_SALES

The response returns the overview of 
the requested table. 

The overview includes a description, 
names of stakeholders, column 
names, and column count.

5. Assess the quality and 
completeness of the data in the 
FACT_SALES table.  
 
Enter the following prompt to 
check the data quality score of the 
table: 
show me the data quality score of 
FACT_SALES

The response returns the data quality 
score for the table.

6. To find online sale data in your 
organization, explore the metadata 
of the FACT_ONLINE_SALES table.  
 
 Enter the following prompt to see 
the columns in the table: 
show me the columns of FACT_
ONLINE_SALES



USE CASE

7. Before you proceed further, you 
want to find out if you’re familiar 
with the stakeholders of the FACT_
ONLINE_SALES table.  
 
Enter the following prompt: 
who is the stakeholder of @FACT_
ONLINE_SALES

The response returns the stakeholder’s 
name, role, and email address.

8. You want to see the origin and 
destination data of the online sales 
table.  
 
Use the following prompt to see 
the data lineage of the table: 
show me the lineage of @ 
FACT_ONLINE_SALES 

The response returns a partial data set 
level lineage. 

Click Open in CDGC to see the complete 
detailed data set level lineage.

9. To understand the online sales 
patterns, you can view the profiling 
statistics in the tables that you’ve 
discovered. 
 
Enter the following prompt to 
view suggestions for the table 
columns you’ve explored in your 
conversation history: 
show me the data profile of @ 
 
Select the ‘SalesAmount’ column.

The response returns the profiling 
statistics for the specified column. You 
can see if the column contains any null, 
distinct, or non-distinct values.
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10. In addition to online sales, you 
want your report to contain 
information about store sales. 
 
In the prompt, use @ to see 
suggestions for the names of data 
sets and select FACT_STORE_
SALES: 
show me the overview of @FACT_
STORE_SALES

The response returns the descriptions, 
a preview of the columns, and 
stakeholder information for the table.

After discovering the sales data sets and exploring the metadata of a few tables, you decide to use the FACT_
SALES, FACT_ONLINE SALES, and FACT_STORE_SALES tables in Snowflake to create a sales performance report 
for your organization.

Conversation options
For each conversation with CLAIRE GPT, you can also: 

 y Rename a conversation if you want to query the data frequently. 

 y Like or dislike a response, and add comments to send your feedback to the CLAIRE GPT team.

https://www.informatica.com/trademarks.html
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